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Pickerel inn deli

Business InfoRestaurant name: PICKEREL INN DELI Address: 1524 Rt. 402, Dingmans Ferry, PA 18328 Phone: 570-775-7737 Total inspections: 3 Last inspection: 01/07/2014 Last inspection violation count: 1 Repair &amp; Cleaning Various Premises, Structures, Attachments &amp; Fixtures (46.981(a)-(c)(g)(n)) --Floor storage of
miscellaneous items, boxes, decorations, etc.in the basement. As in the owner, the owner of the building is buying pallets to store items. 01/07/2014Follow-up without noted violations during this assessment. 12/10/2013 Registration without noted violations during this assessment. 01/15/2013 REPLACEMENT OWNER PICKEREL INN
DELI RESPRESENTATIVES - REPLY AND ADD INFORMATION CITY USERS' RANKING CAMP GAN ISRAELDINGMANS FERRY, PA DOWN UPPHILADELPHIA, PA VINNY'S PIZZALANCASTER, PA OAKFORD PARK MARKETJETTEANNE, PA BAR NONE LOUNGEALIQUIPPA, PA BAUGHMAN'S THE WHOLE SCOOP - DBA:
STRAWBERRY DELIGHTOIL CITY, PA PARK PIZZAJERSEY SHORE, PA GIRARD MEAT MARKETPHILADELPHIA, PA SHADY ROAD BULK FOODSNEWBURG, PA Nickey's Mini Mart/Nickey's Cart/#001143Philadelphia, PA Create your own business profile on city-data.com. It's completely free! Business Search - Inn Pickerel's 14
million approved businesses are good for a quick fixing breakfast or lunch. While the menu is short it's good quality, middle of the road, the choice is standard. Inside the store and restaurant, I particularly liked that everything looks freshly scrubbed, and without dust. They also offer some groceries, deli meat, cheese and drinks, and, of
course, sandwiches and ready-made foods to get out. Neat shop staff are clean and friendly, and anxious to please all customers. If you have gas for ancient pumps that are very slow and disconnected often be prepared. We passed pickerell this several times and today we decided to stop for breakfast sandwiches. The staff was
incredibly friendly and aiming please. They serve Boar's Head deli meats &amp; cheeses in their breakfast and lunch sandwiches. Our sandwiches were delicious on a fresh, toasted Kaiser roll, and patience was short. Look forward to returning for lunch sandwiches (they have eggs and chicken salad too). The prices were very
reasonable. I can't get a breakfast sandwich for $3 in dunkin' donuts, and this one isn't cooked in a microwave, they're a room dedicated to hunting &amp; fishing &amp; outdoor gear, as well as selling a variety of general store items (ice cream, milk, juice, soda, coffee, bread, eggs, cheese, bacon, sundries, some hardware items and
pharmaceutical type items, etc.). The choice is not great, but you have a chance to find the basic items you may need. Given the store is somewhat far from the other options located, prices are just a little more expensive than you would find in a regular store. Gas is about $20 higher per gallon than other stations and you have to go inside
to pay, but if you need gas at least it's an option. It's worth checking out. We passed pickerell this several times and today we decided to stop for breakfast sandwiches. The staff was incredibly friendly and aiming please. They serve Boar's Head deli meats &amp; cheeses in their breakfast and lunch sandwiches. Our sandwiches are on a
delicious fresh ,... Kaiser's roll was toasted and patience was short. Look forward to returning for lunch sandwiches (they have eggs and chicken salad too). The prices were very reasonable. I can't get a breakfast sandwich for $3 in dunkin' donuts, and this one isn't cooked in a microwave, they're a room dedicated to hunting &amp; fishing
&amp; outdoor gear, as well as selling a variety of general store items (ice cream, milk, juice, soda, coffee, bread, eggs, cheese, bacon, sundries, some hardware items and pharmaceutical type items, etc.). The choice is not great, but you have a chance to find the basic items you may need. Given the store is somewhat far from the other
options located, prices are just a little more expensive than you would find in a regular store. Gas is about $20 higher per gallon than other stations and you have to go inside to pay, but if you need gas at least it's an option. It's definitely worth checking out. mostly out . More
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